DEVELOPING WITH SUMMIT
HAS ITS REWARDS.
Bring your plans to life.
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Whether it’s to make money by selling after
construction or to build properties for generating
rental income in the long term.

2. RETURN ON INVESTMENT

NARROW
LOT

Property investment is a steady build! If the value of
your property increases over time, you can leverage
it as equity, or cash in when you sell and use towards
upgrading the family home, a holiday or your
children’s education.
Rental returns can cover the cost of home loans and
expenses but it’s important to remember that rental
profits depend on interest rates. When they go up,
profit goes down, and visa-versa.
Building wealth through development is not a ‘get
rich quick scheme’. Gone are the days when you
can expect a 20 % return on your investment.
Understand that return is relative to interest rates,
for example a return of 6% with interest rates of
2.5% would see you with a higher ‘real net return’.
Investors need to weigh up the ‘return vs risk’ and
understand that interest rates will impact their
cash return.
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3. CONSIDER WHAT’S INVOLVED
At Summit, we can help put your development plan
together and get you started. If you need finance,
keep in mind that most lenders will lend between 70
- 80% of the property’s value.

WHAT TO EXPECT WHEN
INVESTING IN YOUR FIRST
PROPERTY DEVELOPMENT?
Property investment is a long-term wealth
creation strategy which is hugely popular in
Australia - and for good reason.
And the best part, property investment isn’t just
for the wealthy. You don’t need a large sum of
cash to get started.
However, it does require expertise and knowledge
of the Perth property industry, which is where our
Summit Development experts can help out.
If you’re considering property development, here
are a few things to consider:
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Have your assets valued and chat to your bank
or accountant to see what usable equity you
have available to use as a deposit towards your
investment.

1. GOALS & STRATEGIES

REAR STRATA

If your goal is building a long-term stable
investment over time, property investment could
be the right strategy for you.
Building with the rental market in mind is often
the smartest way to go. And if your goal is to
live off rental returns so you can increase your
disposable income, you might need to consider
multiple investments.

NARROW
Once you have determined your LOT
financial
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In other words, you’ll need 20 – 30% of your own
LOT
money, which is where equity can be used towards
your development.

REAR STRATA

capacity, your strategy should be based on your
investment goals.
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It pays to know the process and costs involved.
This differs with each project but depends on
the complexity of the development, zoning, site
conditions and state and local government policies.
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There are lots of layers to a successful development
which is why it’s best to speak to an expert who can
look after the process from start to finish.
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WITH SUMMIT DEVELOPMENTS,
IT’S EASY TO TAKE THE HARD
WORK OUT OF DEVELOPING.
We’ve been building successful developments for
over 40 years, and we’re experts at turning our
experience into your profits – while making the
development journey an easy one.

From the initial site assessment, right through
to handing over the keys, you can be confident
knowing that we are committed to delivering the
best quality outcome for your investment.

Summit Developments offers a unique advantage,
with a specialised team that work on every step of
your property development.

We’ll guide you through all the required processes,
provide you with detailed, transparent costs
upfront, and help you unlock your block’s maximum
investment potential.

YOUR PROPERTY DEVELOPMENT
JOURNEY EXPLAINED.
1. THINKING OF PROPERTY DEVELOPMENT

7. PRESTART

	Whether you’re a first time developer or seasoned
investor, it all starts with that initial enquiry!

	Our prestart consultant will guide you through the
process of choosing the right colours, fittings and
fixtures to add further value to your development,
and to make the process easy and efficient.

2. OBLIGATION FREE CONSULTATION
	We start by listening and understanding your
reasons for developing. It is that understanding
that enables us to provide the best value,
end-to-end solution to meet your objectives.
We’ll also conduct an assessment of your
block that will help you identify the ideal,
customised solution.

3. FEASIBILITY STUDY
	Any successful development involves a detailed
feasibility study, where we can really analyse your
project to maximise the potential and minimise
the risk of any cost blowouts. Initially a feature
contour survey for your block is ordered.
	This allows us to correctly assess your block, and
create detailed home designs to suit the block,
shire/council requirements and at the same time
minimise your development costs.

8. BUILD
	Communication during construction is important
to us and you will be provided with ongoing
progress updates through our customer portal as
well as a dedicated team member to assist you
with any additional information.
	We pride ourselves on delivering exceptional
service at site by allowing you to communicate
directly with your site supervisor at all times during
the construction process.
	This allows for peace of mind and a great flow of
communication while your build is in progress.

9. HANDING OVER THE KEYS
	At the end of your build, your site supervisor will
take you through a final inspection and hand over
the keys to your new home or investment.

	Once the design is complete, we will provide you
with a full detailed fixed price quote, with the
itemised list of specifications and inclusions.

4. PRESENTATION AND APPROVAL
	We’ll present the results of the feasibility study,
and discuss with you the next steps. As your
development partner, we’re here every step
of the way to answer any questions.

5. PLANNING APPROVALS
	As development experts, Summit Developments
understand the shire/council process, and seek
to minimise any delays to timeframes, therefore
expediting the process to site on your behalf.
	For example, we lodge for planning approval
before producing working drawings and contracts.

6. CONTRACTS
	We will present, explain and check the contract
thoroughly with you, to ensure you have a full
understanding of what the contract includes
before progressing to the prestart phase.

AWARD WINNING
Summit has been recognised
as one of Perth’s most awarded
and successful home builders
We are proud to be consistently recognised
by the industry and our peers for our designs,
construction excellence and customer service.
While we certainly are pleased with all the
awards we have won over the years, we believe
our client’s satisfaction is the most important
praise we can receive.
We are also incredibly proud to have been
named the Master Builders Australia Project
Builder of the Year two years running (2018/2017).
Our number one priority is to provide our clients
with the best experience, every time.
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